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ABSTRACT

A motion compensated lifting (MCLIFT) framework is proposed
for the 3D wavelet video coder. By using bi-directional motion
compensation in each lifting step of the temporal direction, the
video frames are effectively de-correlated. With proper entropy
coding and bitstream packaging schemes, the MCLIFT wavelet
video coder can be scalable in frame rate and quality level. Ex-
perimental results show that the MCLIFT video coder outper-
forms the 3D wavelet video coder with the same entropy coding
scheme by an average of 1.1-1.6dB, and outperforms MPEG-4
coder by an average of 0.9-1.4dB.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wavelet transform is an effective tool for image/video decompo-
sition. It packs the energy of the image/video into a small set of
wavelet coefficients, which are further compressed by entropy
coding. An additional advantage of the wavelet transform is that
a lower resolution signal is generated with each level of wavelet
decomposition. This leads to a nice scalability, i.e., a subset of
the coefficients can be accessed and decoded to obtain a lower
resolution image/video. Recently, a wavelet based image coding
standard - JPEG 2000 [17] has been proposed. Compared with
JPEG, the current DCT-based image compression standard,
JPEG 2000 offers not only offers superior compression perform-
ance, but also offers scalabilities in both resolution and quality
level which are very useful in the consumer and the Internet
applications.
Applications of the wavelet in video coding follow two paths:
motion compensated wavelet residue coding [9]-[13] and the 3D
wavelet video coding [1]-[8]. In the motion compensated wave-
let residue coder, the current frame is predicted by the content
from the previous frame, subject to the object motion. The pre-
diction residue is then further encoded by a wavelet coder. The
framework of the coder is very similar to the existing video cod-
ing standard, such as the MPEG, except that the residue coder is
a wavelet coder instead of a DCT coder. On the other hand, the
3D wavelet coder applies the wavelet transform in all three di-
rections, i.e., the temporal, horizontal and vertical directions, and
then encodes the transformed coefficients as a whole using en-
tropy coder. With a proper entropy coding and bitstream packag-
ing scheme, a 3D wavelet compressed bitstream can achieve
quality and temporal scalabilities simultaneously, which is a very
desirable feature in video delivery and storage. However, with
moderate-motion sequences, the current 3D wavelet coder un-
derperforms the existing state-of-the-art video coding standard,
such as the MPEG-4[7][8].

The primary weakness of the existing 3D wavelet video coder
lies in the temporal filter. Object motion (such as panning and
zooming) in the video causes the object to be misaligned along
the temporal direction, and leads to inefficiency in wavelet de-
composition in the temporal direction. Works have been done to
improve the correlation of video signal along the temporal direc-
tion. Taubman and Zakhor[4] pan shifted the video sequence
before the 3D wavelet transform was applied. Wang et al. [7]
proposed to register and warp all image frames into a common
coordinate system and then apply a 3D wavelet transform with
an arbitrary region of support to the warped volume. To make
use of the local block motion, Ohm [5] incorporated block
matching and carefully handled the covered/uncovered, con-
nected/unconnected regions. By trading off the invertibility re-
quirement, Tham et al. [6] employed a block-based motion regis-
tration for the low motion sequences without filling the holes
caused by individual block motion. A threading approach has
been proposed by Xu et. al. [8] so that the pixel along the same
motion trajectory is aligned for wavelet filtering. In the above
mentioned approaches, either the much simpler global pan-
ning/warping motion model was used, or when a block motion
model was used, the temporal decomposition schemes become
very complex. Besides, even after the motion alignment, the
compression efficiency of the 3D wavelet coder is still not satis-
factory.
In this paper, a motion compensated lifting (MCLIFT) scheme is
proposed for temporal wavelet filtering. MCLIFT applies multi-
level lifting operation in the temporal direction, with each ele-
mentary lifting operation being a bi-directional motion compen-
sated prediction. After temporal MCLIFT operation, the decom-
posed frames are transformed by a 9-7 bi-orthogonal wavelet
filter within the frame. The transformed coefficients are then
entropy encoded. Experimental results show that the MCLIFT
video coder outperforms MPEG-4 by 0.9-1.4dB on average.
The paper is organized as follows. The framework of the
MCLIFT video coder, including the temporal MCLIFT filter and
the coding of the wavelet coefficients, is proposed in Section 2.
Experimental results are presented in Section 3. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 4.

2. MOTION COMPENSATED LIFTING WAVELET

The framework of the motion compensated lifting (MCLIFT)
wavelet coder can be shown in Fig. 1. A sequence of video
frames are fed into the MCLIFT coder, which first decomposes
the video temporarily through the MCLIFT filter, and then de-
composes the video horizontally and vertically within frames by
a multi-level bi-orthogonal 9-7 filter. The decomposed coeffi-



cients are then entropy encoded through a highly efficient bit-
plane coder.
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Figure 1 Framework of the motion compensated lifting wavelet
(MCLIFT) video coder.

We’ll examine each MCLIFT building block in details below.

2.1 Motion compensated lifting wavelet
Lifting is a memory and computationally efficient implementa-
tion of the wavelet transforms [14]. Every FIR wavelet filter can
be factored into a few lifting steps [15]. A sample one-level for-
ward and backward one-dimensional bi-orthogonal 5-3 lifting
wavelet is illustrated in Figure 2. The original data x0, x1,

…,x6 are
input at the left, while the decomposed wavelet coefficients are
output at the right two columns. It is observed that the wavelet
coefficients are calculated through two stages of computation,
each of which involves only half of the nodes. The lifting proc-
ess can be formulated as follows:
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Because each elementary forward lifting unit can be straightfor-
wardly inversed to an inverse lifting unit, the inverse wavelet
lifting can be easily derived by directly inverting the data flow of
the forward one, as shown in the right side of Figure 2. Multi-
level wavelet transform can be obtained by further performing
the lifting wavelet filter on decomposed subbands.
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Figure 2 Forward and inverse wavelet transforms via lifting and
the elementary lifting units (circled in the forward structure).

In the MCLIFT video coder, the input data are video frames.
Moreover, the motion compensation is applied on the prediction
branch during the temporal frame lifting operation. An elemen-
tary motion compensated temporal lifting operation is very simi-
lar to a B frame prediction operation in MPEG, and can be de-
picted in Figure 3. Let B be the current frame to be lifted, and A
and C be the two neighbor (reference) frames. The motion com-
pensated lifting (MCLIFT) operation can be formulated as:

MCLIFT(B) = B – a [ MCP(A)+MCP(C) ],
where a is a lifting parameter, and MCP(X) is the motion com-
pensated prediction of the reference X frame. In the current
MCLIFT implementation, we adopt block motion compensation
model with half-pixel accuracy. However, advanced motion
compensation schemes developed in MPEG-4 and H.26L, such
as the overlapped block motion compensation, motion compen-
sation with quarter pixel accuracy, can be used in MCLIFT as
well.
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Figure 3 The elementary motion compensated lifting operation.

The 3-level temporal frame structure of the MCLIFT video coder
is shown in Figure 4. Let F0, F1,…,F8 be 9 original video frames.
We note that the frame F0 and F8 are not lifted. They are called
category A frames. Frame F4 is lifted with reference to frame F0
and F8 (two category A frames), it is called a category B frame.
Likewise, frame F2 and F6 is lifted with reference to two nearby
category B and A frames, we call them the category C frames.
Frame F1, F3, F5 and F7 are category D frames, which are lifted
with reference to nearby category A, B, C frame. The transform
structure can be considered as a 3-level wavelet decomposition
with truncated 5-3 lifting operation, where the category D, C, B
frames are calculated at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd levels, respectively.
The truncated 5-3 lifting applies only the high pass lifting opera-
tion of Figure 2 with parameter a=-1/2, while the 2nd stage (low
pass) lifting operation is not applied. The original frames, rather
than the decoded frames, are used as reference in the MCLIFT
operation. We have tested the full 5-3 motion compensated lift-
ing, where the 2nd stage (low pass) lifting operation is applied.
More complicated bi-orthogonal 9-7 filter has been tested for
MCLIFT operation as well. However, experimental results show
that both configurations perform inferior to the current one.
Therefore, the truncated 5-3 MCLIFT with only the high pass
lifting operation is used through the rest of the paper.
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Figure 4 3-level MCLIFT temporal wavelet decomposition.

At a single level, the MCLIFT is very similar to the B frame
prediction used in MPEG. However, the MCLIFT differs from
MPEG when multi-level MCLIFT is used. We show a compara-
tive MPEG frame structure in Figure 5. The GOP structure is
“IBBBPBBB”, which is the most similar MPEG structure com-
pared to the 3-level MCLIFT coder. Again, there are altogether 9
frames: F0, F1, …, F8. Frames F0 and F8 are independently en-
coded as I frames. Frame F4 is encoded as a P frame with refer-
ence to frame F0. Frames F1, F2, F3, F5, F6, F7 are encoded as
B frames with reference to nearby I and P frames.
Comparing with the temporal frame structure of MCLIFT
(Figure 4) versus that of MPEG (Figure 5), we notice that
MCLIFT provides B frame prediction for frame F4, and provides
the frames F1, F3, F5 and F7 with closer reference frames F2
and F6. This improves the effectiveness of temporal decomposi-
tion of MCLIFT. Both MCLIFT and MPEG can easily scale the



decoded video down to 1/2, 1/4 and 1/8 of the frame rate. How-
ever, since MCLIFT is an embedded 3D wavelet-based video
coder, the encoded bitstream can be scaled in the quality level as
well. Such combined scalability is not feasible for MPEG, and is
very useful for the Internet applications. The draw back is that
MCLIFT doubles the coder delay of MPEG. The memory re-
quired to implement the MCLIFT is also 5 frames versus the 3
frames required by the MPEG. Moreover, since the prediction in
MCLIFT is based on the original frames, there are local drifting
errors from category A frames to category B frames to category
C frames to category D frames.
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Figure 5 MPEG temporal frame structure.

2.2 Intra-frame wavelet decomposition
Each frame of MCLIFT filtered video is further decomposed by
a 3-level bi-orthogonal 9-7 wavelet filter in the horizontal and
vertical direction. Only the low-pass of each level is further de-
composed. The spatial wavelet decomposition further packs the
energy of the video into a small number of wavelet coefficients.

2.3 Block-based Arithmetic Entropy Coding
After MCLIFT and spatial wavelet filtering, the wavelet trans-
formed coefficients are chopped into blocks, where each of the
block is encoded independently using an embedded entropy
coder. Through embedded coding, the compressed bitstream of
each block can be further truncated at a later stage to form a
bitstream fully scalable in the frame rate and quality level. The
3D block entropy coder developed in [16] is used in this work.
Though the coder in [16] is developed to compress the concen-
tric mosaics, it can be directly used for 3D wavelet video coding.
There are many forms of the embedded entropy coders. In this
work, a context-based arithmetic bit-plane coder is adopted. The
coder encodes each block bit-plane by bit-plane, from the most
significant one to the least significant one. In a certain bitplane,
we denote those coefficients that are still coded as ‘0’ as the
insignificant coefficient. For the coefficient with at least one
non-zero bit in the previous bitplane coding, it is denoted as the
significant coefficient. Each bitplane is further scanned three
times, resulting three passes, predicted significance, predicted
insignificance and refinement. The predicted significant pass
encodes the coefficient that is still insignificant in the current
bitplane, but has at least one significant coefficient in the 26
neighbors. The predicted insignificant pass encodes the coeffi-
cient that is still insignificant and has no significant neighbors.
The refinement pass encodes the bit of the significant coefficient.
In the predicted significant and predicted insignificant passes,
the insignificant bit is encoded with an arithmetic coder using a
context derived from the 26 immediate neighbors of the current
coefficient. We further group the significance of the 26
neighbors into 10 categories so that the number of contexts is

reduced to avoid context dilution. The refinement bit is encoded
by the same arithmetic coder with the context calculated on
whether the coefficient just becomes significant in the previous
bitplane. The technique is a direct extension of the block entropy
coder used in JPEG 2000[17]. During the bitplane coding, the
coding rate R and distortion D of each pass is recorded at the end
of each bitplane. The recorded rate-distortion performance of the
block is used in the bitstream assembler.
After all the blocks of coefficients have been encoded, a bit-
stream assembler is used to optimally allocate the bits among
different blocks. The rate-distortion theory indicates that optimal
coding performance can be achieved if all blocks operate on the
same rate-distortion curve. The functionality of the bitstream
assembler is thus to find the common rate-distortion slope of all
blocks, and calculate the number of included bits for each block.
The MCLIFT bitstream is formed by the truncated block bit-
stream and the bitstream length of all wavelet coefficient blocks.
With such an entropy coding and bitstream assembling strategy,
the MCLIFT compressed bitstream can be flexibly scaled at
different frame rate and quality level.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compare the proposed motion compensated lifting
(MCLIFT) wavelet video coder with two benchmark coders. The
first one is a 3D wavelet coder without motion compensation in
the temporal direction. We still use the bi-orthogonal 9-7 filter
for intra-frame decomposition. However, in the temporal direc-
tion, the video is decomposed by a three level wavelet filter with
either 5-3 or 9-7 bi-orthogonal wavelet without motion compen-
sation. The decomposed coefficients are then further entropy
encoded in the exact same way as that of MCLIFT. The second
benchmark coder is the MPEG-4 VM 16.0. Two MPEG-4 GOP
structures are tested. The first one encodes the entire video as a
GOP with one I frame followed by all P frames. The second
GOP structure consists of 8 frames per GOP, with “I B B B P B
B B” frame structure shown in Figure 5. We select this GOP
structure because it is the GOP structure most similar to the one
used by 3-level MCLIFT wavelet. The Inter_4MV mode and the
Overlap mode are disabled in MPEG-4 for fair comparison pur-
pose, as the corresponding modules have not been implemented
in MCLIFT due to time constraint. Experiments are performed
on the Foreman (in Table 1) and Coastguard (Table 2) se-
quences. Each sequence is at QCIF resolution (176x144 pixels
per frame), with a total of 300 frames at 30 frames per second.
We compress the wavelet coefficients of the MCLIFT coder at
bitrate of 304.13, 152.06 and 76.03 kbps. The motion vectors in
the MCLIFT are differentially predicted and entropy coded with
the same VLC coder used in MPEG-4 P frame coding [18]. The
combined bitrates of the coefficient and motion coding are listed
in row 2 of the table. For comparison, we match the coding rate
of the benchmark 3D wavelet coder and MPEG-4 with that of
MCLIFT. The PSNRs of the coding result of the video sequence
Foreman and Coastguard are listed in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively.
We first compare MCLIFT with the benchmark 3D wavelet
coder. Since the entropy coding schemes are exactly the same
between the MCLIFT and the 3D wavelet coder, the perform-
ance difference is due to the different temporal decomposition
schemes. It is shown that MCLIFT outperforms the 3D wavelet



coder by an average of 1.6 and 1.1 dB for the 5-3 and 9-7 filter,
respectively. The performance advantage provided by the tempo-
ral motion compensated lifting (MCLIFT) is significant.

Table 1 Comparison of the MCLIFT, 3D wavelet and MPEG-4
video coder (Foreman sequence)

Foreman (30fps, texture + motion rate)
Motion rate is 29.53 kbps

Bit rate
(kbps)

Algorithms
333.66
(kbps)

181.59 105.56

MCLIFT 37.34 34.33 31.52
5-3 3D wavelet 35.41 32.52 30.40
9-7 3D wavelet 35.82 32.89 30.74

MPEG-4(IPPP..) 36.24 33.66 31.50
MPEG-4

(IBBBPBBB)
36.40 33.36 29.57

Table 2 Comparison of the MCLIFT, 3D wavelet and MPEG-4
video coder (Coastguard sequence)

Coastguard (30fps, texture + motion rate)
Motion rate is 19.62 kbps

Bit rate
(kbps)

Algorithms
323.75
(kbps)

171.68 95.65

MCLIFT 35.50 32.64 30.32
5-3 3D wavelet 33.54 30.93 29.11
9-7 3D wavelet 34.08 31.73 29.78

MPEG-4(IPPP..) 33.85 31.33 29.33
MPEG-4

(IBBBPBBB)
33.98 31.30 28.50

In the second set of experiments, we compare MCLIFT with
MPEG-4 VM 16.0. MCLIFT coder outperforms MPEG-4 with
IPPP.. and IBBBPBBB GOP structures by an average of 0.9dB
and 1.4dB, respectively. The superior performance of the
MCLIFT is due to the better de-correlation in the temporal direc-
tion through the MCLIFT filter, the superior embedded entropy
coder, and the R-D optimized bitstream assembler. Moreover,
the MCLIFT compressed bitstream can be flexibly scaled in the
frame rate and quality level, which is a very attractive feature in
the video streaming and storage applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we implemented a motion compensated lifting
(MCLIFT) framework for the 3D wavelet video coder. By using
bi-directional motion compensation in each lifting step of the
temporal direction, the performance is effectively enhanced. In
the future work, we’ll improve the framework by using decoded
reference frames instead of original one to avoid the local drift-
ing problem addressed in Section 2.1.
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